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 A strong seasonal 
pattern has emerged 
over recent years in 
which robust data in 
the spring gives way 
to much softer data 
through the summer 
months. We don’t 
anticipate a repeat this 
year, but we’re mindful 
of the precedent.

Expectations are 
running very high that 
the European Central 
Bank will embark on 
significantly more 
aggressive policy 
action than has been 
the case to date. A 
failure to do so at it’s 
early June meeting 
could rattle markets.

Steady improvement 
in labor markets is 
giving rise to growing 
wage pressures in 
certain industries 
and geographies. 
Monitor for signs 
in any broadening 
of those pressures. 
The implications 
are enormous.

The U.S. men’s soccer 
team, minus Landon 
Donovan, hopes to 
emerge from the “Group 
of Death” in pursuit of 
the World Cup. This has 
nothing to do with the 
economy or financial 
markets, but it will 
undoubtedly capture 
our rapt attention.

Sell in May, go away. If that sounds trite, it’s because 
it is. The expression describes a perceived tendency 
of stocks to deliver subpar performances from 
May through October. So we can take a six month 
sabbatical and our clients will be better served for 
it? If it were only that easy! While the idea has great 
appeal, empirical support for it is flimsy; it is a catchy 
phrase, but a poor investment strategy. There is more 
to investment analysis than looking at a calendar. We 
suspect that may prove particularly true this year.

It’s now widely recognized that weather was largely 
the culprit for weak economic data through the winter 
months of the year and that the strong performance 
in the early spring was likely attributable to delayed 
expenditures finally being realized. As the spring moves 
toward summer and business activity continues to build 
momentum, we find it increasingly difficult to lay credit 
at the feet of Mother Nature. The economy is quite 
strong in its own right, and exceptionally supportive 

monetary policy is further buttressing the surge. We see 
the effects all around us: An ongoing boom in mergers 
and acquisitions, swelling capital expenditures, large 
payroll gains, climbing business and consumer sentiment, 
and double digit home price appreciation (annualized) 
headline a lengthier list. Few signs of summer stagnation, 
which has plagued the past several years, are in evidence, 
and we are skeptical that they will emerge at all.

Corporate profits are likely to push higher along with 
growth in the economy, presumably supplying a boost 
to equity pricing. Valuations appear undemanding 
from our perspective, with room to possibly run a 
bit higher. In contrast, most segments of the bond 
market look richly priced. Despite strong growth, 
attendant signs of emerging inflation, and a central 
bank in slow retreat, yields on long-dated high-
grade bonds have dropped back to levels well below 
historic norms and, we argue, inconsistent with 
current fundamentals. Yields on speculative grade 
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credit have likewise been compressed, even as 
underwriting standards have deteriorated, significantly 
curtailing potential return while amplifying risk.

All this being so, we have staked out a position within 
our portfolios in which stocks are relatively heavily 
favored versus bonds, and exposure has been tamped 
down within fixed-income to interest rates in particular 
and credit to a lesser degree. Our bed has been made 
and we are prepared to sleep in it—soundly, we hope.

Coming into 2014, conventional wisdom seemed to 
hold that bond yields would be driven gradually higher 
as steady growth chipped away at the “slack” created 
during the great recession. As is surely evident from the 
paragraphs above, we have for some time subscribed to 
that story line ourselves. However, having found ourselves 
on the wrong side of the interest rate trade and seen our 
performance dinged as a result, however, we’ve spent 
considerable time and thought reconsidering that stance.

Investor sentiment has shifted in recent months. 
It’s far easier to find commentary today arguing that 
rates will remain at subdued levels for an extended 
period than was the case last December. Among the 
factors cited are persistent labor market weakness, 
the aging of the population, pension fund rebalancing 
and liability hedging, technological advancements, 
cheap imports, foreign buyers, etc, etc. All of these 
theories possess a seductive appeal in one form or 
another, but we see compelling counterarguments 
to each as well. All told, we find these explanations 
unpersuasive, both individually and in the aggregate.

We adhere to a simpler view: investors in long-dated 
bonds need to be rewarded with a yield comfortably above 
price inflation. Today’s premium to inflation of less than 
1 percent fails to satisfy our definition of “comfortably 
above.” Further, that’s relative to price changes that are 
now behind us. What really matters are price changes in 
the future. While inflation has been very subdued over the 
past several quarters, we doubt that can long persist.

Steady growth and a dearth of business investment 
combined have led to rising utilization of limited resources 
of all types—labor and capital stock alike. We believe 
prices will rise as demand for these constrained resources 
pressure available supply going forward. Accordingly, yields 
will need to rise to levels well above today’s current readings 
on inflation before we feel reasonably compensated for 
the risks associated with investing in long-term bonds. 

Evidently, some market participants don’t agree. 
That is fine with us. From our perspective, mispricing 
has only grown over the past several months, and 
mispricing creates a large opportunity. Nobody in this 
business knows anything for sure, but there are few 
views to which we can imagine holding more firmly.

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. All investing involves risk, 
including possible loss of principal.
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“It ain’t what you don’t know that 
gets you into trouble. It’s what you 
know for sure that just ain’t so.”

 –Mark Twain
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